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point of view was not merely profitless but dangerous, In Bavaria
the activity of the murder gangs and their associates rose to a
hitherto unknown pitch; it became positively dangerous to be
a reasonably sensible being in Munich. They poured their agents
into the Ruhr., most of them undesirables for one good reason
or another, where they proceeded to transform a passive resis-
tance into that sort of active one of sabotage and manslaughter
which is peculiar to murder gangs. At their headquarters
nationalism almost ceased to be German and the anti-republican
movement went not far short of sheer separatism. If the downfall
came—and the gangs were doing their utmost to make it certain—
Bavaria would declare herself independent. Nor would she even
now remain in the Reich except on her own terms. Cuno very
laudably sought to give expression to the national unity by
broadening the basis of his cabinet to make it a government
of national concentration. The Nationalists would neither enter
it themselves nor let others; when it became known that the
Socialists were willing to join the cabinet, there came a frank
threat of secession from Munich. Her less particularist spirits
talked openly of setting up a new Reich of their own by a
crusade of the Christians of Bavaria—including all those adhering
to Wotanism—against the Jewish republic of Weimar and putting
Bavaria at the head of a new monarchist federation by a "march
on Berlin." There had not so long ago been a "march on Rome/'
and imitativeness is as characteristic of reactionary extremists
as it is of their nearest and equally irresponsible kin.
That there was not the slightest chance of success while there
were still Prussian officers in command of troops that, Jewish
republic or no Jewish republic, were proud to call themselves
Prussian, and that the extremists would only have provoked a
most unequal civil war, had a restraining influence on the less
irresponsible among the Nationalist leaders who were a little tired
of the harping on the superior merits of Bavaria; and as, without
somebody reasonably responsible at its head, the movement could
never become more than a riot the cabinet need not have been
so thoroughly alarmed. But it dared not put the extremists to
the test; it dared not coerce a federal state although such states

